Minutes of the Ogden Valley Planning Commission Revised meeting June 27, 2018 In the Weber County Commission
Chambers, commencing at 4:00 p.m.

Present: JamI Taylor, Chair; Steve Waldrip, John Howell, Chris Hogge
Absent/Excused: John Lewis, Robert Wood, Laura Warburton

Staff Present: Rick Grover, Planning Director; Charlie Ewert, Principal Planner; Ronda KIppen, Principal Planner; Courtlan
Erlckson,Legal Counsel; Kary Serrano,Secretary
Pledge ofAllegiance
Roll Call

Chair Taylor asked If there were any ex parte communication and there was no response.
1.
1.1.

Petitions, Applications and Public Hearings
Legislative items
a. New Business

1. ZDA 2018-01: Consideration and action on a request for the First Amendment to the Powder Mountain Zoning
Development Agreement amending timeframes and trail locations within the Zoning Development Agreement
that was previously approved as Contract #201S-6 and adding language specific to Superseding, Reinvestment
Fee and the Development Funded Reserve Account. (SMHG Phase 1, LLC, Applicant; Don Guerra,Agent)

Director Grover said this Is a legislative Item, and as a legislative Item you will have a public hearing, and you will need
to open and close for public hearing. We will have Ms. KIppen orient us through this, and then Ann the attorney for
Summit will be presenting and she will explain what they are actually doing In more detail, and then Ms. KIppen will
come back and explain how It meets or does not meet the code.

Ronda KIppen said this Is a request for the first amendment to the Powder Mountain Zoning Development Agreement.
This amendment will be amending some timeframe, trail locations within the zoning development agreement master

plan, and adding some specific language specific to superseding reinvestment fees and development funding reserve
account. This affects the entire Powder Mountain Development dealing with approximate 6,198 acres. This affects
with property that Is already developed, property that has not been developed,and It converse everything within their
master development area. We vacated specific areas of development from PRUD and the only areas from the PRUD
were all the nest area developments under the power of the original PRUD. Then the master plan of the zoning
development agreement and they have to comply with two different layers, where the rest only has to comply with
the master plan. This has been a joint event between the county and the developer to get this amendment done so
that we could operate under a valid zoning development agreement.

Ann Winston, Attorney on behalf of Summit Mountain Holding Group, said there were two reasons why opened up
the ZDA and amend it so that we could come into compliance. One being the Wild Fire Management Protection Plan
was to have been delivered by 18 months after the original ZDA dated as of 2015. Since then, we have been working

diligently with the U.S. Forest Service and the Utah Department of Natural Resources Division of Forestry with Fire and
State Lands that developed the plan. What we proposed Is an extension of the deadline due In 2019. The other ZDA
Issue being the Trail Systems that we're not In compliance Is with the trails systems. We have found that those trails
were not feasible to construct In part because It required third parties and there were some natural habitat Issues with
that. The location and topography made It Impractical to construct them to be able to use them. We've proposed

replacing the Exhibit, page 45 to the DRR-1 on the application and a large document with a new page that shows the
trails that have actually been constructed.Those are the two significant Issues and there were two other things.
Ann Winston said one reason that we wanted to amend the ZDA was that the reinvestment fee covenance that's found

In the master association In the Declaration of Covenance required a payment of reinvestment and resale of the
properties. We wanted to modify a number of exclusions that were there because of the specific language In the ZDA;
we had to amend with the county to give us the flexibility. The specifics don't really impact the county, ifs just for us
to request the HOA to collects the funds. The other issue is with respect to the development under the reserve
account,which Is a concept In the bond documentfor the assessment bond. There was language In the bond document
saying that this fund would be created; and at this time would be funded by the developers. The Mountain Holding
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